
SOLUTIONS FOR MODERN 
HEALTHCARE DESIGN



Creating cleaner, quieter, and  
safer healthcare spaces 
As the world responds to new health threats, healthcare 
facilities must rise to meet increased demands for cleanliness, 
indoor air quality, and patient comfort. Healthcare facility 
designers must also adjust to these demands with the 
spaces they create and the products they specify. 

Going forward, both building design and maintenance will 
have an even greater focus on safeguarding against 
infection and contamination. This includes a stronger 
emphasis on cleaning and disinfecting surfaces, improved 
ventilation, and designs that accommodate social 
distancing requirements.

Whatever the design challenge, we have you covered 
with expert technical support and a broad portfolio of 
innovative solutions you won’t find anywhere else. From 
ceiling and wall panels that meet or exceed FGI 
cleanability guidelines to clean room suspension 
systems that provide a particulate-free sealed ceiling 
system, we can help you find the right ceiling for your 
healthcare space.    

Focusing on the 
elements that ensure 
patient comfort  
and safety 

 
AIR FLOW - Upgraded ventilation 
can lead to unanticipated ceiling 

issues, including visible soilage around 
vents and the build-up of particulates  
that can contaminate sterile environments.  
The smooth surfaces of CertainTeed  
panels make it hard for dirt to cling,  
allowing for much more effective cleaning.

 
CLEANABILITY - The most 
important requirement for 

healthcare safety is the ability to disinfect  
the space. Cleaning schedules are more 
intensive, and products that cannot withstand 
the new cleaning regimen will have to be 
replaced more often. CertainTeed panels 
exceed the most stringent FGI wash cycle 
guidelines, making them the smart choice  
for lasting durability. 

 
ACOUSTICS - High noise levels in 
healthcare environments are proven 

to have adverse effects on patients and 
increase medical errors by critical care 
personnel. The exceptional sound absorption  
of CertainTeed products installed in areas where 
hard-surfaces dominate, creates quieter spaces 
that promote patient healing. Controlling 
acoustics isn’t just about patient comfort; it’s 
also about privacy and patient confidentiality. 
CertainTeed products with high CAC help ensure 
sensitive information doesn’t leave the room.
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Healthcare Product Spotlight

 Symphony® and Symphony® Rx Ceiling Panels

The Symphony family of panels provides a 
complete line of ultra-durable acoustic solutions 
with a consistent, smooth, modern ceiling 
visual. The offering includes versatile 
Symphony m panels, which deliver a 
combination of high sound absorption and 
noise blocking, and Symphony f panels for the 
ultimate in sound absorption - up to 100%.    

All CertainTeed Symphony products feature 
a smoother surface that won’t trap dust; 
less dust build up, such as around 
ventilation fixtures, means easier cleaning 
and a cleaner appearance. Durable finish 
exceeds FGI cleanability guidelines and 
will stand up to 1,000+ wash cycles with 
sanitizing chemicals.    

Acoustic panels with best-in-class cleanability
Symphony Rx ceiling panels take the smooth surface and acoustic performance of Symphony one step 
further with the addition of our breakthrough Rx finish. This proprietary formulation gives our surface paint 
a higher crosslink density when cured, producing superior water, stain, and chemical resistance. The result 
is a level of cleanability and durability you won’t find in any other acoustic ceiling panels.

• Ultra-durable and water-resistant Rx finish exceeds FGI 
cleanability guidelines and stands up to 2,000+ wash 
cycles with sanitizing chemicals - 2X the published 
value of other ceiling panels.  

• Rx finish repels common liquids that leave permanent 
stains on other ceilings. Spots wash right off Symphony 
Rx, even after extended periods. 

• Smoother Rx surface won’t trap dust like some other  
ceiling panels. Less dust build up, such as around 
ventilation fixtures, means easier cleaning and a 
cleaner appearance.  

• NRC 0.70 - 0.95: absorbs 70% - 95% of noise*

• CAC 24 - 36*

Customer Support  |  certainteed.com/ceilings  |  800-233-8990 
* Acoustic performance varies based on product and panel size. See  
Symphony Rx data sheets or ask your sales rep for complete specifications.

SEE FOR YOURSELF
Watch how Symphony Rx performs against other ceiling panels.

4certainteed.com/healthcaresolutions
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKNlQ2smn7o&feature=youtu.be


The only acoustic wall panel solution for restricted areas
Easily removable and designed for everyday cleaning, Ecophon Hygiene Advance is the only acoustic wall panel 
that satisfies FGI guidelines for use in restricted areas. These panels are engineered for environments where 
there is a high risk of contamination as well as a high need for sound absorption, including operating rooms – 
which contain many sound-reflecting hard surfaces, but require high levels of concentration. 

• NRC 0.90: absorbs 90% of noise 

• Encapsulated in PVF film and impervious to water, 
Ecophon Hygiene Advance panels are stain-resistant 
and designed for daily cleaning and disinfecting.

• ISO Class 3 clean room component -  
low particle emission

• Surface withstands a full range of chemical  
cleaners, including formalin, ammonia, hydrogen 
peroxide, isopropanol, sodium hypochlorite, and 
sodium hydroxide.

• VOC Compliant to CDPH v1.2, 2017 

HIGHLY ADAPTABLE
• Advance panels are easy to install and 

remove without any tools by using a 
simple stainless steel bracket system.  

• The 1200mm x 600 mm 
(approximately 4 ft. x 2 ft.) panels can 
be installed in either a horizontal or 
vertical orientation.

Healthcare Product Spotlight

Ecophon® Hygiene Advance™ Wall Panels

Customer Support  |  certainteed.com/ceilings  |  800-233-8990 4



High-Moisture  
Environments
The 15/16˝ EZ Stab Classic  
Evironmental System is recommended  
for areas subject to high moisture and frequent 
cleaning. It is constructed with a G60 hot-dipped 
galvanized steel body and aluminum capping.     

• Satisfies USDA/FSIS sanitary standards for food 
service, processing, and hospital use

• Suitable for all seismic applications 

Vinyl-Surfaced  
Ceiling Panels

Recommended 
Suspension Systems

Sealed Ceilings
The 15/16˝ EZ Stab Cleanroom System  
provides a clean, particulate-free, sealed  
ceiling for controlled environments. It is constructed 
with a G60 hot-dipped galvanized steel body  
with closed-cell gasketed flanges and white 
aluminum capping.    

• ISO Class 3 clean room component

• Meets FGI guidelines for ceiling systems for panels 
weighing less than one pound per square foot

• Use with the following panels to achieve product-
specific clean room performance: all Symphony® 
panels, Aquarock, Envirogard, Vinylrock, and Vinyl 
Shield A or C.  

The faster, easier, and stronger 
solution for...

Powered by expert knowledge, in-field experience, and 
customer feedback, our complete portfolio is defined by 
faster, easier, and stronger suspension system solutions. 
Among these innovative solutions are products specifically 
designed for the high moisture, frequent cleaning, and 
clean room environments found in healthcare spaces.  

Healthcare Product Spotlight

The ultimate in 
durability, cleanability, 
and noise blocking
We also offer a full range of ceiling panel 
options with vinyl surfaces for healthcare 
applications where highly durable,  
scrubbable products are most critical. 

Aquarock,™ Vinylrock,™ and Envirogard™ are 
vinyl-faced, highly durable gypsum panels that 
are well-suited for areas with high moisture 
and humidity, and applications where repeated 
cleaning, scrubbing, and disinfecting are necessary. 

VinylShield™ A & C are vinyl-faced mineral fiber 
panels designed for sanitary and clean room 
applications where low particle emissions and 
maximum cleanability are critical. 

 All of the above vinyl-surfaced panels:

• Exceed FGI guidelines for cleanability

• Satisfy USDA/FSIS sanitary standards for food 
service, processing, and hospital use

• Are certified ISO Class 5 clean room components 

• Feature vinyl facing; additionally, Envirogard and 
VinylShield C feature vinyl backing and sealed 
edges for fully encapsulated panels that further 
reduce particle emissions

Customer Support  |  certainteed.com/ceilings  |  800-233-8990 5



Product Qualifications: Based on 2018 FGI Guidance for Hospitals

Product Price  
Point NRC CAC Type Washable 

(Soap & water)

Washable 
(Sanitizing chemical/ 

cleansers)

Special Performance  
Characteristics

Low Particle Emitter 
(ISO clean room  

class component)

Non-
Restricted 

Areas2

Semi-
Restricted 

Areas

Restricted 
Areas3

Dietary & 
Laundry 

Areas
NICU Waiting 

Areas2,4

Symphony f Rx5 $$ 0.95 25 FG Yes Yes Tested to 2000 Wash Cycles. A R8 R8 R

Symphony m Rx6 $$ 0.70-0.80 35-36 MF Yes Yes Tested to 2000 Wash Cycles. Class 3 A R R

Symphony f5 $$ 0.90-0.95 N/A FG Yes Yes Tested to 1000 Wash Cycles. Class 4 R R8 R8 R

Symphony m6 $$ 0.70-0.80 33-41 MF Yes Yes Tested to 1000 Wash Cycles. Class 4 R R R

Adagio™ $$$ 0.90 36-38 C Yes Yes
Effective sound absorption with  
exceptional sound containment. 

A A8 A8 R A

Adagio High CAC $$$ 0.80 40-42 C Yes Yes
Effective sound absorption with  
exceptional sound containment. 

A A A R A

Ecophon® Focus™5 $$$ 0.90-0.95 N/A FG Yes No 
Available in multiple colors.   

71% Recycled Content.
R R

Ecophon Akusto™  
Wall Panels (Texona)

$$$$ 0.95 N/A FG No No Available in multiple colors. A R R

Ecophon Hygiene  
Advance™ Wall $$$$ 0.90 N/A FG Yes Yes

Fully encapsulated,  
impervious to water.

Class 3 A R R R R

Ecophon Solo™ $$$$ 0.95 N/A FG Yes No
Available in multiple colors.  

 71% Recycled Content.
A R

Techstyle®  
(Ceiling/Wall panels)

$$$$ 0.90 N/A FG No No
Available in multiple colors,   

wood grain & patterns.
A R

Vinylrock™ / Envirogard™7 $-$$ - 34-36 G Yes Yes Tested to 2000+ Wash Cycles. Class 5 R

VinylShield™ A & C7 $$ - 39-42 MF Yes Yes Tested to 2000+ Wash Cycles. Class 5 R

Product Price  
Point Material Surface Finish Seismic Rating Gasket Type

Non-
Restricted 

Areas2

Semi-
Restricted 

Areas

Restricted 
Areas3

Dietary & 
Laundry  

Areas
NICU Waiting 

Areas2,4

9/16” EZ Stab Elite Narrow System $$$ HDG Steel (G30) Painted Steel Cat. A-F N/A R R

15/16” EZ Stab Classic System $$ HDG Steel (G30) Painted Steel Cat. A-F N/A R R R R

15/16” EZ Stab Cleanroom System $$$$ HDG Steel (G60) Painted Aluminum Cat. A-F
Closed-Cell  

(ISO class 3 component)
A9 R9 R9 A9 A9

15/16” EZ Stab Classic Environmental System $$$ HDG Steel (G60) Painted Aluminum Cat. A-F N/A A R R A A

15/16” EZ Stab Classic Aluminum Capped 
System $$$ HDG Steel (G30) Painted Aluminum Cat. A-F N/A A R R A A

Footnotes
1 All acoustical ceilings must have a trim edge unless otherwise denoted. 
2Panels may have trim, reveal, or narrow reveal edge. 
3 Restricted areas require a monolithic construction and therefore, suspended 
ceiling systems are not permitted. 

4 It is likely that ceiling panels alone will not achieve required acoustics for waiting 
room. Consider adding wall panels. 

5 Recommended for use when there are full height wall partitions. 
6 Recommended for use when there is an open or shared plenum. 
7Only use in areas where no noise absorption is required. 
8Must be gasketed.

Footnotes
3 Restricted areas ceilings must be “monolithic.” Lay-in ceilings of any type are specifically excluded. 
9 Use only if acoustical panel weight is greater than one pound per sq. ft.

Note: For an atrium or lobby, there are no restrictions as stated in the FGI Guidelines. Please visit our 
website to see all CertainTeed solutions.

Legend

Type: 
C: Composite 
FG: Fiber Glass 
MF: Mineral Fiber

Areas: 
A: Can be used if desired. 
R:  Recommended for use in 

specified area. 

Legend

Areas: 
A: Can be used if desired. 
R:  Recommended for use in 

specifed area. 

Example Areas: 

Non-Restricted 
Areas

Patient rooms, 
treatment rooms, 
pharmacy, central 

services

Semi-Restricted Areas 
Storage areas for clean 

and sterile supplies, sterile 
processing rooms, work 

areas for storage and 
processing

of instruments, scrub
sink areas, corridors

leading to the
restricted areas

Restricted 
Areas

Operating 
rooms, 

isolation 
rooms

Dietary & 
Laundry Areas 

Dietary facilities, 
nourishment, 
clean & soiled 

(utility/ supply/
linen)

NICU 
Neonatal 
Intensive 
Care Unit

Waiting 
Areas

Waiting 
rooms
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CERTAINTEED QUALIFIED CEILING PANELS1

CERTAINTEED QUALIFIED SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

SYMPHONY® COLLECTION — A complete line of ultra-durable acoustic solutions with a consistent, smooth finish. 

The Facility Guidelines Institute (FGI) is an independent, not-for-profit organization dedicated to developing guidance for the planning, 
design, and construction of healthcare facilities. Forty-two states have adopted previous or current editions of FGI guidance. 

Customer Support  |  certainteed.com/ceilings  |  800-233-8990 6



LOBBY/WAITING AREA
•  High sound absorption
•  Minimal noise blocking
•  Superior cleanabililty/

sanitization

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

•  Ecophon® Focus
• Symphony® m
•  Symphony® f
•  Adagio® High NRC

PATIENT 
ROOMS
•  High sound 

absorption
•  High noise 

blocking
•  Maximum 

cleanabililty/
sanitization

RECOMMENDED 
PRODUCTS

•  Symphony® m Rx 
High NRC

•  Symphony® f Rx

PROCEDURE ROOMS
•  High sound absorption
• Moderate-to-high noise blocking
•  Maximum cleanabililty/sanitization

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

•  Ecophon® Hygiene™ Advanced™ Wall
•  VinylShield™ C 
•  Envirogard™

CORRIDOR

NICU
•  High-to-maximum 

sound absorption
•  High noise blocking
•  Superior cleanabililty/

sanitization

RECOMMENDED 
PRODUCTS

•  Ecophon®  
Akusto™ Wall

•  Adagio® 

NURSE’S STATION
•  High sound 

absorption
•  High noise blocking
•  Superior  

cleanabililty/
sanitization

RECOMMENDED 
PRODUCTS

•  Symphony® m
•  Symphony® f
•  Fine Fissured  

High NRC

TESTING & ISOLATION AREA
•  High sound absorption
•  High noise blocking
•  Maximum cleanabililty/

sanitization

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

•  Symphony® m Rx High NRC
•  Symphony® f Rx
•  Ecophon® Hygiene™ 

Advanced™ Wall 

Finding the right ceiling for the space

Within the same healthcare facility, different spaces have different requirements for air pressure and flow, 
cleanability, sound absorption, and noise blocking as well as aesthetics. We have multiple product options 
suitable for every healthcare space, so you can make the right choice for your design and budget.

Customer Support  |  certainteed.com/ceilings  |  800-233-8990 7



CERTAINTEED  
HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS IN ACTION 

Transforming 48 shipping containers  
into ICU rooms in three weeks  
In March 2020, as the novel coronavirus reached pandemic 
levels, companies with the resources and ingenuity to help fight 
the virus started looking for solutions. One such company was 
BMarko™ Structures, a Georgia-based manufacturer that 
creates modular office spaces, mixed use units and 
entertainment centers from used shipping containers.

BMarko CEO Antony Kountouris believed they could 
transform shipping containers into modular intensive care 
units (ICUs) for hospitals facing overcrowding. But he knew 
they didn’t have months to do it. They gave themselves 
three weeks.

As BMarko dove into accelerated design and 
manufacturing, word of the project reached CertainTeed 
R&D Director Dennis Michaud, who saw it as an 
opportunity to further contribute to the fight against 
COVID-19. Michaud contacted Kountouris and asked 
what they needed. 

“I promised to do all we could to accommodate,” 
Michaud said. After learning that another 
manufacturer offered BMarko the insulation and 
ceiling materials they needed for $20,000, 
CertainTeed decided to provide the materials for 
free. This included fiberglass insulation and 
Vinylrock™ ceiling panels, chosen for their ability to 
handle repeated scrubbing and disinfecting.

To meet BMarko’s schedule, CertainTeed had a 
week to deliver. Everyone pitched in - even 
customers and clients. “If waiting for a different 
batch of product could save lives, then our 
distributors and customers were on board,” 
Michaud said. 

Ultimately, the agility of the CertainTeed teams 
helped BMarko turn around 48 modular ICU 
units in three weeks for hospitals in Macon 
and Albany, GA. 

For help selecting the right ceiling and wall systems to maximize 
patient comfort and safety in healthcare spaces, contact your 
CertainTeed representative or call 800-233-8990.
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W AT C H  T H E  
BMARKO STRUCTURES VIDEO CASE STUDY
4certainteed.com/healthcaresolutions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1pUQ4gUTOc

